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Abstract

Inserting fillers (such as “um”, “like”) to clean speech text has a rich history of study. One major application is to make dialogue systems sound more spontaneous. The ambiguity of filler occurrence and inter-speaker difference make both modeling and evaluation difficult. In this paper, we study sampling-based filler insertion, a simple yet unexplored approach to inserting fillers. We propose an objective score called Filler Perplexity (FPP). We build three models trained on two single-speaker spontaneous corpora, and evaluate them with FPP and perceptual tests. We implement two innovations in perceptual tests, (1) evaluating filler insertion on dialogue systems output, (2) synthesizing speech with neural spontaneous TTS engines. FPP proves to be useful in analysis but does not correlate well with perceptual MOS. Perceptual results show little difference between compared filler insertion models including with ground-truth, which may be due to the ambiguity of what is good filler insertion and a strong neural spontaneous TTS that produces natural speech irrespective of input. Results also show preference for filler-inserted speech synthesized with spontaneous TTS. The same test using TTS based on read speech obtains the opposite results, which shows the importance of using spontaneous TTS in evaluating filler insertions. Audio samples: www.speech.kth.se/tts-demos/LREC22
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1. Introduction

Spontaneous TTS has improved much recently due to usage of neural TTS engines. We can now generate conversational speech phenomena such as hesitations, disfluencies (Székely et al., 2019b), [1] and breathing (Székely et al., 2020) in such TTS alone. A major hurdle in applying such TTS to a spoken dialogue system is that dialogue systems are mainly trained on written texts, which do not contain fillers such as “um” and “like”, that are common in the speech corpora spontaneous TTS systems are trained on (Székely et al., 2019a). This means that these systems can not take advantage of the potential of latest spontaneous TTS. Fillers are important for conversational systems, apart from making the speech sound more spontaneous, they can be used to communicate planning problems (Levelt, 1983), handle turn-taking (Maclay and Osgood, 1959) and communicate personality (Gustafson et al., 2021). A recent speech-to-speech chat-bot system was trained on 2000 hours of transcribed telephone conversations (Nguyen et al., 2022). The speech part of the corpus was enough to reproduce non-verbal vocalizations, but the amount of text was not enough to achieve semantic consistency in the dialogue. Another solution would be to insert fillers into responses from a chat-bot system trained on a large text-based dialogue corpus. However, filler insertion is a difficult problem due to the ambiguity of fillers in natural speech (Dall et al., 2014).

There are previous attempts at developing filler insertion methods, e.g. (Sundaram and Narayanan, 2003; Adell et al., 2012; Dall et al., 2014). These studies have focused exclusively on prediction-based filler insertion, that is to predict a single filler insertion pattern for an input sentence. The inherent ambiguity of fillers suggests that there are more than one “correct” insertion pattern for a given sentence. In this respect, the language modeling-based sampling approach is much faster and gives varied insertion patterns at each pass. But surprisingly, this simple approach to the best of our knowledge has not been studied in prior literature.

This work focuses on building language models to learn the contextual distribution of fillers and then use them for insertion with the sampling approach detailed in section 2. We propose an objective metric called filler perplexity (FPP) and evaluate its correlation with perceptual preference in sampling-based filler insertion. We also address two issues in the perceptual evaluation of filler insertions in general, (1) no evaluation on sentences generated by a dialogue system, a major intended application for filler insertion, (2) no evaluation using neural spontaneous TTS. The second shortcoming especially needs to be addressed as the state-of-the-art neural spontaneous TTS has achieved high naturalness regardless of presence of fillers in the input. Thus, it is not even clear whether or not filler insertion adds any value at all to the system if TTS can sound spontaneous without changing the input text itself. We use a Tacotron2-based state-of-the-art neural spontaneous TTS to synthesize speech audio (Székely et al., 2019b) and test two hypotheses in perceptual studies: (a) Which model is the best at filler insertion? (b) Does a good filler insertion model help spontaneous TTS sound more spontaneous and natural?

We use single-speaker corpora instead of a multi-speaker corpus as in many prior studies (Dall et al.,)
This allows modeling individual speaking style both in filler insertion and TTS. Our results show that there is little difference between filler insertion models including comparison with ground-truth according to MOS from perceptual tests. 3-gram filler model obtains the highest MOS and improves the perceived colloquialness of chat-bot output when both filler-inserted and no-filler output are synthesized with spontaneous TTS. Running the same filler/no-filler evaluation with read speech TTS obtains opposite results: in this test the filler-inserted speech is clearly preferred with spontaneous TTS but not with read speech TTS. Subjective listening experiments reveal that read speech TTS is unable to voice fillers well. This shows the importance of evaluating filler insertion with spontaneous TTS, a shortcoming of most previous filler insertion studies.

2. Related Work

Dialogue generation has rapidly evolved from seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) to pre-trained models like GPT-2 (Zhang et al., 2020). These are pre-trained on large unlabeled text corpora like Reddit (Adiwardana et al., 2020) or manually selected corpora like DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017). Recent studies have introduced knowledge that allows chat-bots to better answer factual questions (Dinan et al., 2018), or to display more consistent personalities (Zhang et al., 2018). Text style transfer has been introduced to control the linguistic style of textual output (Hu et al., 2020). In human dialogue, filled pauses are used as turn-taking cues (Clark and Tree, 2002) or manually selected corpora like DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017). Recent studies have introduced knowledge that allows chat-bots to better answer factual questions (Dinan et al., 2018), or to display more consistent personalities (Zhang et al., 2018). Text style transfer has been introduced to control the linguistic style of textual output (Hu et al., 2020). In human dialogue, filled pauses are used as turn-taking cues (Clark and Tree, 2002; Gravano and Hirschberg, 2011), to improve language comprehension (Fraundorf and Watson, 2011), Corley et al., 2007, to communicate the speaker’s feeling of knowing (Brennan and Williams, 1995), and to provide cues to speaker traits (Laserna et al., 2014). This is usually lacking in dialogue generation as the models are typically trained on written or cleaned dialogue corpora that do not include spontaneous speech phenomena such as fillers.

There have been many studies on inserting fillers to clean TTS prompts, where a number of methods have been used: training a model on a limited domain corpus of transcribed human utterances (Sundaram and Narayanan, 2003), using rule-based systems (Cohn et al., 2019); training an n-gram filler insertion model on read speech corpora supplemented with spontaneous speech (Andersson et al., 2010); using a lattice-based approach weighting an RNN-based and an n-gram based speaker independent language model (Tomalin et al., 2015), using data mixing approaches combined with unique phone labels for filled pauses (Dall et al., 2016), and using conditional random fields and language models to insert disfluencies into text aimed at TTS (Qader et al., 2018). One prior study (Székely et al., 2019) showed that a TTS trained on a spontaneous corpus can convincingly insert fillers by itself while synthesizing speech audio without explicit text-based training.

The previous studies have largely framed filler insertion as a single prediction problem (Tomalin et al., 2015; Dall et al., 2014), that is to predict a single insertion pattern for an input sentence. Thus, calculating F1 with precision and recall on the test set is a natural choice for objective evaluation. Single prediction has not been questioned despite that filler occurrence is ambiguous in natural speech (Dall et al., 2014). The perceptual evaluation in previous studies is done with either no TTS (Qader et al., 2018; Tomalin et al., 2015), i.e. participants only read filler-inserted sentences and rate them, or with speech synthesized by earlier TTS methods such as concatenative (Adell et al., 2012) or HMM-based TTS (Dall et al., 2014). Only one study (Adell et al., 2012) used a spontaneous TTS in evaluation, but the underlying TTS engine is concatenative with some rule-based aspects to voice fillers. The choice of multi-speaker corpus is another characteristic of prior studies. Data from many different speakers is pooled together to form one large corpus which is used to train a single model (Dall et al., 2014; Tomalin et al., 2015). This approach gives more data but assumes uniform filler pattern across speakers, an assumption challenged by our inter-speaker analysis. Instead, we use two English spontaneous speech corpora, each containing only one speaker which ensures more consistent filler insertion patterns for the models to learn from and which also allows us to investigate differences in filler usage across speakers. We also train spontaneous TTS on each of the two corpora. This, along with filler models trained on the same corpus, results in a complete pipeline of filler insertion–TTS that is capable to transferring a speaker’s own speaking style to unseen text input.

3. Corpus and TTS

Two different spontaneous speech corpora were used in the experiments. The first is from the audio recordings of the Trinity Speech-Gesture Dataset (TSGD) (Fersd and McDonnell, 2018), comprising of 25 impromptu monologues by a male actor, on average 10.6 minutes long. The actor is speaking in a spontaneous, colloquial style. The second dataset is a 9-hour single-speaker corpus (Székely et al., 2019b), from a public domain conversational podcast, called the ThinkComputers Corpus (TCC). The speaker uses an extemporaneous conversational style, speaking freely using a prepared outline. Both corpora are transcribed using ASR, and subsequently manually corrected. In order to maximize the utterance length in the corpora and to enable insertion of inhalation breaths in the TTS, we used a data augmentation method called breath group bigrams, which essentially consists of segmenting a speech corpus into stretches of speech delineated by breath events, and then combining these breath groups in an overlapping fashion to form utterances no longer than 11 seconds.
filler word | TSGD | TCC
--- | --- | ---
um | 0.0108 | 0.0246
uh | 0.0121 | 0.0208
like | 0.0925 | 0.0028
you know | 0.0048 | 0.0084

Table 1: Frequency of filler words in the two corpora.

This method also makes it possible to learn contextual information beyond respiratory cycles during TTS training. Voices were trained with the neural TTS engine Tacotron 2 (Shen et al., 2018). We used a PyTorch implementation training each voice for 200k iterations on top of the pre-trained model released by NVidia. For vocoding, we fine-tuned the pre-trained universal model of HiFi-GAN (Kong et al., 2020) on the respective corpora.

Extracting filler words from the text transcripts can be done with direct matching for “um” and “uh”, while “like” and “you know” have non-filler instances thus need extra attention. We use POS tags extracted with Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) to differentiate filler vs non-filler occurrences of these two words as we find that when “like” and “know” are tagged as verbs, they are less likely to be fillers. The frequency of fillers are shown in Table 1. The speaker of the TSGD dataset is a heavy user of the filler “like” which presents a challenge to the perceptual test as we later find that people tend to rate more “like” insertion as bad, irrespective of context or synthesized speech quality. Each corpus is divided into utterances by combining the previously mentioned breath groups with a max length threshold of 40 characters. We then divide sentences into train/dev/test sets on a 0.90/0.05/0.05 ratio for each dataset.

4. Sampling-based Filler Insertion

4.1. Problem Setup

We consider filler insertion as an auto-regressive language modelling task. Language modelling aims at learning a probability distribution of the current token $x_t$ over the vocabulary set $X$ given prior tokens in the sequence $x_0, ..., x_{t-1}$ (where $x_i \in X \forall i$), modelling:

$$P(x_t|x_0, ..., x_{t-1}).$$

The learned auto-regressive distribution allows a language model to generate new sequences by conditioning on some given context sequence and sampling from the output probability distribution. This process is modified to achieve filler insertion by sampling for only filler tokens as illustrated in Figure 1.

We denote the set of fillers as $FL = \{f_0, ..., f_n\}$ where $FL \subset X$. In our study, $FL = \{um, uh, like, you know\}$ (the filler instances of “like” and “you know” are considered different tokens than non-filler instances of the same words in the modelling vocabulary). Assume an input sequence $x_0, ..., x_T$ free of fillers. We denote the output sentence of the model (with zero or more inserted fillers) as $x'_0, ..., x'_T$, where $T' \geq T$. First, we put $x'_0 = x_0$. Note that we front-append the starting token [START] to input sentence prior to the insertion process, thus $x'_0 = x_0 = [START]$. This allows us to learn the distribution of the filler words at the beginning of the sentence without any context. We then sample from the language model distribution at time step $t$,

$$x'_t \sim P(X|x'_0, ..., x'_{t-1}),$$

where $x'_0, ..., x'_{t-1}$ is the sub-sequence of the output prior to $t$ (with zero or more filler words inserted). If $x'_t \in FL$, then $x'_t = x'_t$ sampled, which is an insertion. Otherwise, $x'_t \notin FL$, i.e. no insertion, then $x'_t$ is taken from the next token in the input sequence. In some cases, we also explicitly model no insertion token [NO_INSERTION] to simplify modeling. An example run of this sampling-based filler insertion process on a sentence is shown in Figure 2.

In perceptual evaluations described in section 5, we additionally enforce an upper limit on the number of fillers inserted per-sentence for all models. We do this by repeatedly sampling full insertion patterns on an input sentence until getting an insertion pattern that has the number of fillers $\leq$ upper limit. Note that we do not stop sampling mid-sentence when the limit has been reached, instead we choose the first full sampled insertion pattern with the number of fillers less than the upper limit. Our approach can be seen as sampling from the subset of the distribution of all full insertion patterns that meet the upper limit requirement. We enforce this upper limit because we find that the most common failure mode of the sampling-based insertion is inserting too many fillers or run-on insertion such as “... [um] [um] [um] ...”. For all experiments in the perceptual evaluation, we enforce an upper limit of 3 fillers per sentence.

4.2. Filler Perplexity

We propose a modified perplexity measure for objective evaluation of filler insertion models. Assume a corpus $X = x_0x_1...x_T$ and a language model with parameters $\theta$ that is trained on the corpus, then perplexity is defined as,

$$PP(X, \theta) = \sqrt[n]{\frac{1}{P_\theta(x_0x_1...x_T)}},$$

for which the auto-regressive expansion is,
The model with smaller perplexity is considered to fit the corpus better. The intuition is the same as maximizing likelihood estimation (MLE), i.e., a good model should assign ground truth data with high probability. However, in the filler insertion setting, we are mainly concerned with how well a model learns contextual distribution of fillers and not other words in vocabulary. This can be reflected by a filler perplexity measure modified from the original perplexity measure as,

$$PP(X, \theta) = \frac{1}{\prod_{t=1}^{T} P_{\theta}(x_t | x_0, \ldots, x_{t-1})},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The subscripts 1 and 0 of $FPP_1$ and $FPP_0$ reflect that $FPP_1$ is calculated on filler positions $T_{FL}$ while $FPP_0$ on non-filler positions $T_{[NO\_INSERTION]}$. A low $FPP_1$ means that the model gives high probability to the correct filler insertions at the correct insertion positions. The second part $FPP_0$ calculates model perplexity on non-filler positions. A low $FPP_0$ suggests that the model gives high probability to [NO_INSERTION] token at the correct non-filler positions. Thus, a low $FPP_0$ model is good at not inserting fillers at positions where fillers are not appropriate. As seen here, looking at $FPP$ through $FPP_1$ and $FPP_0$ helps us understand model performance in greater detail than a single $FPP$ score. This also reveals a potential trade-off in modeling filler insertion. A low $FPP_0$ model could be biased towards no filler insertion overall which leads to a high $FPP_1$. The opposite is true when a low $FPP_1$ model is biased towards inserting fillers irrespective of position and thus has a high $FPP_0$. Such a trade-off is analogous to the trade-off between precision and recall in an F1 score.

4.3. Filler Insertion Models

We build 3 models for filler insertion: n-gram (n=3, with KN smoothing) (Kneser and Ney, 1995), LSTM-LM (Sundermeyer et al., 2012) and modified GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019). We use the NLTK implementation for the n-gram language model which comes with KN smoothing built in (Bird and Loper, 2004). To choose the hyperparameter $n$, we calculate $FPP$ with varying $n$ from 1 to 5 as shown in Figure 3. We found that increasing $n$ results in higher perplexity scores in all three categories with the exception of n=1. This is reasonable because as $n$ increases, the context length increases, it becomes more difficult to match context seen in test time with what the model has seen during training. Thus, the higher-$n$ models tend to miss more fillers at test time resulting in higher $FPP_1$. However, this has little effect on $FPP_0$ as it sees little change as $n$ increases. This result suggests using $n=2$. However, through informal tests, we found that $n=3$ gives slightly better insertion perceptually, so we choose $n=3$. 

$$FPP(X, FL^*, \theta) = \frac{1}{\prod_{t=n,\ldots,T} P_{\theta}(f^*_t | x_0, \ldots, x_{t-1})},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$P = P_{\theta}([NO\_INSERTION]|[START]),$$

$$P_{\theta}([NO\_INSERTION]|[START], “I”),$$

$$P_{\theta}(“um”|[START], “I”, “am”),$$

$$P_{\theta}([NO\_INSERTION]| [START], “I”, “am”, “um”),$$

$$P_{\theta}([NO\_INSERTION]| [START], “I”, “am”, “um”, “happy”).$$

$FPP$ is proportional to the product of model perplexity at filler positions ($FPP_1$) and non-filler positions ($FPP_0$). Let $T_{FL} = \{ t \in \{0, \ldots, T\} | f^*_t \in FL \}$ denote the time steps that are filler, and let $T_{[NO\_INSERTION]} = \{ t \in \{0, \ldots, T\} | f^*_t = [NO\_INSERTION] \}$ denote the set of time steps that are not fillers, then the full filler perplexity is proportional to,

$$FPP(X, FL^*, \theta) \sim \frac{1}{\prod_{t \in T_{FL}} P_{\theta}(f^*_t | x_0, \ldots, x_{t-1})} \cdot \frac{1}{\prod_{t \in T_{[NO\_INSERTION]}} P_{\theta}([NO\_INSERTION] | x_0, \ldots, x_{t-1})} = FPP_1(X, FL, T_{FL}, \theta),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$FPP_0(X, T_{[NO\_INSERTION]}, \theta),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
for our study. We note that the choice of \( n=3 \) is different from prior studies where a larger \( n \) was used, \( n=4 \) (Dall et al., 2014), \( n=6 \) (Tomalin et al., 2015). This difference could be due to different corpora being used in the studies. We build an LSTM-LM by first building a vocabulary from the training set with rare word threshold set to 2. The LSTM-LM has 2 hidden layers with 1024 hidden units per layer, the word embedding dimension 128. It is trained with a between-layer dropout of 0.5 and learning rate 1e-6.

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is a large-scale language model trained auto-regressively on a large text corpus from various online sources. It can be fine-tuned to downstream language tasks efficiently (Radford et al., 2018). We can not simply fine-tune GPT-2 on the spontaneous corpus to model fillers due to GPT-2 being pre-trained on written text without explicit differentiation between fillers and non-fillers, especially for “like” and “you know” which have both filler and non-filler instances in a spontaneous corpus. We add another output branch to GPT-2, a single 5-way softmax prediction layer that predicts the probability of four filler words plus the probability of no filler insertion, which is used for filler insertion instead of GPT-2’s own language modelling output branch. However, the model is trained with combined loss of the original language modelling branch and the added filler modeling branch to adapt the model to the spontaneous corpus better.

### 4.4. Results of FPP Evaluation

The calculated perplexity scores including the full FPP and its two factored components on the test set of the two corpora are shown in Table 2. Both the 3-gram model and the modified GPT-2 obtain low \( FPP_0 \) scores on the two datasets, suggesting that they are very certain about locations where there should not be any filler insertion. This is a major reason why their FPP is low as there are more non-fillers than fillers (Table 1). However, the modified GPT-2 is also better at modeling insertion location than the 3-gram model as it obtains a lower \( FPP_1 \) score on both datasets and lowest of the three on TCC dataset. It also obtains the lowest FPP on both datasets. This could be because of its much larger model capacity and large-scale pre-training that helps it fit to novel texts well. However, the 3-gram model obtains a level of FPP similar to GPT-2. LSTM-LM is an outlier as it obtains relatively low \( FPP_3 \) but very high \( FPP_0 \). This suggests that it considers all locations to be possible insertion locations with substantial probability. It also receives the highest FPP with a large margin, suggesting that it simply does not fit the datasets well. This is potentially due to the fact that it has to learn good word embeddings from scratch and the corpora are not big enough to do that.

To understand between-speaker differences, we calculate filler perplexity cross-corpus, that is we apply models trained on one corpus to the other. The results are shown in Table 5. We highlight two aspects of the results. The TSGD-trained models obtain lower FPP and \( FPP_0 \) cross-corpus than on TSGD’s own test set. However surprising, this could be explained by lower cross-corpus \( FPP_0 \) which means that the models are conservative about inserting fillers at unseen context, and since there are more non-filler positions than fillers, a low \( FPP_0 \) has a bigger influence on FPP than a higher \( FPP_1 \). But we also note that this phenomenon is not present in TCC-trained models. The second interesting aspect is that \( FPP_1 \) increases significantly for all models in the cross-corpus setting. This demonstrates that the usage of fillers by the two speakers are different. Either they do not use the same fillers at particular positions, or they use fillers at different positions.

### 5. Perceptual Study

#### 5.1. Evaluation Setup

**5.1.1. Evaluation 1: Model Comparison**

We evaluate the synthesized speech with filler-inserted text from the three models with carefully designed user studies. A single mean opinion score (MOS) test takes in one input sentence. We apply three models to insert fillers by the aforementioned sampling method. We then add a fourth grounding stimulus, which is ground-truth (resynthesized with the same vocoder as the TTS) for in-data sentences and no filler insertion for chatbot sentences. The difference between the two types of sentences is described later in this section. The filler-inserted sentences are fed into the same TTS trained on the same dataset that the filler insertion models are trained on. The four stimuli (3 from filler models and 1 grounding stimulus) are presented side-by-side in random order to listeners. Subjects are asked the to rate how natural each sample sounds on the scale of 1-5. To
A major motivation for this work lies in improving spontaneous TTS for conversational systems by inserting fillers to the response generated from a dialogue system. We design a user study using the same 10 chat-bot sentences from Evaluation 1. For each sentence, we synthesize two versions, one has no fillers and the other one is filler-inserted by the best model (3-gram) from Evaluation 1. Listeners are asked to choose which version sounds more conversational and which version sounds better overall (two separate questions). Subjects can choose one of the two versions for preference or choose “neither”. We ask overall preference mainly to find out if adding fillers makes the resulting speech worse and if there is no clearly worse speech, we expect subjects to choose the “neither” option, since both samples are synthesized with the same TTS. We design a user study using the same 10 chat-bot sentences from Evaluation 1. For each sentence, we synthesize two versions, one has no fillers and the other one is filler-inserted by the best model (3-gram) from Evaluation 1. Listeners are asked to choose which version sounds more conversational and which version sounds better overall (two separate questions). Subjects can choose one of the two versions for preference or choose “neither”. We ask overall preference mainly to find out if adding fillers makes the resulting speech worse and if there is no clearly worse speech, we expect subjects to choose the “neither” option, since both samples are synthesized with the same TTS. We use two sampled insertions on the same input sentence, yielding 20 total tests for each dataset and 40 test pages in total. We are able to increase the number of tests to 40 from 20 in Evaluation 1 because choosing preference between 2 samples is a simpler task. All stimuli were presented in randomized order.

Finally, as a reference we performed the same listening test where all samples were synthesized using a state-of-the-art speech synthesis system [Battenberg et al., 2020], trained on the read speech corpus LJSpeech [Ho and Johnson, 2017].

5.2. Results of the Perceptual Evaluation

5.2.1. Results of Evaluation 1: Model Comparison

We recruited 30 native speakers of English through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific for the two model comparison tests on TSGD and TCC, totalling 60 testers. Results are shown in Table 4. The 3-gram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>TSGD</th>
<th>TCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPP₁</td>
<td>FPP₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-gram (KN smoothing)</td>
<td>698.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-LM</td>
<td>19.49</td>
<td>18.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified GPT-2</td>
<td>54.52</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: MOS score. n=30 for both datasets (two separate groups of testers). 10 sentences for each sub-category (column). p=0.05 confidence intervals are shown. * if better than the worst in related-sample t-test with p < 0.05.
Figure 4: Correlation between FPP and MOS.

model outperforms others in both datasets in both datatypes (in-data and chat-bot). These results suggest that 3-gram not only performs well on in-data test sentences but also generalizes well to unseen chat-bot sentences. It is surprising that ground-truth (GT) scored lowest in TSGD and second to lowest in TCC. We believe that this is due to users not liking fillers when asked to explicitly listening to them. The GT speech in TSGD has a lot more fillers than the model inserted versions (for which we set an upper limit of 3 fillers per sentence), which may have negatively impacted its scores. This hypothesis is supported by an ANOVA analysis on the results (Table 5), which shows that the rating is negatively correlated with the number of fillers irrespective of model with p < 0.002.

The ANOVA also reveals that there is little significant difference between models, which agrees with the pairwise statistical test results in Table 4. Even though 3-gram scores highest on average, the difference is not significant in most cases. This is partially due to the fact the input test sentences come from the test set of filler insertion modeling but are included in training set of the TTS, thus in some cases the TTS is able to reproduce the prosody of the GT. However, in other cases TTS still produces good spontaneous prosody differently than GT suggesting the neural TTS engine’s strong generalization ability. This brings all samples to similar level of naturalness prosody-wise and makes it different to differentiate different filler insertion patterns on the same input sentence.

We quantify the correlation between all three FPP measures and the MOS scores with Pearson-r as shown in Figure 4. FPP1 is strongly correlated with MOS. The correlation between FPP and FPP1 and MOS is corpus-dependent. We note that the correlation between FPP1 and MOS is consistently close to 1 in both datasets. However lower FPP1 suggests that the model is better at modeling filler positions such that we would expect a negative correlation between FPP1 and MOS. This result indicates that for a model to obtain high perceptual MOS, it needs to have a level of bias towards fewer insertions, i.e., having higher FPP1. This is confirmed by our finding that increasing the number of fillers inserted regardless of model has a negative impact on MOS (Table 5).

We can reliably compare MOS obtained for the two categories, in-data and chat-bot, because sentences from both categories are mixed together and randomly shuffled for each user (section 5.1.1). It can be seen in Table 4 that filler-inserted in-data sentences obtain overwhelmingly higher MOS than filler-inserted chat-bot sentences irrespective of filler insertion models or training corpus, a result further confirmed in ANOVA Table 5 where chat-bot sentences have a significant negative coefficient to rating (p < 0.001). This could be explained by the fact that the TTS is trained on the same dataset as the in-data sentences but not chat-bot sentences, thus the TTS would sound more natural for in-data sentences. This result suggests that filler insertion alone is not enough to make chat-bot sentences sound more natural with spontaneous TTS, and a full-scale text style transfer (Fu et al., 2018) maybe needed.

5.2.2. Results of Evaluation 2: Filler vs. No-filler

30 listeners from Prolific completed this study. The results are shown in Table 6. The results using spontaneous TTS trained on the two datasets (TSGD, TCC) show that there is a clear preference of filler-inserted speech being more conversational. This shows that filler insertion makes chat-bot sentences sound more conversational. It is important to point out that the raters are simply given two utterances and asked to choose which one is more conversational. They are not told that the two side-by-side compared TTS utterances differ in one inserted fillers while the other not. They are also not given transcripts which could easily expose this fact. The overall preference results in the two spontaneous TTS show that filler-inserted speech is preferred in the TCC dataset, while the no-filler inserted speech has higher preference in the TSGD dataset. This could be explained by the type of fillers they inserted, the TCC-model mostly inserted “uh” and “um”, while the TSGD model mostly inserted “like”. Even though “like” can be used to mark a more casual conversational style, many think that it is a marker of lack of intelligence that people should best avoid (Tree, 2006). Furthermore, the preference towards no-filler speech in TSGD does not obtain more than 50%. This suggests that filler insertion makes the voice sound more conversational without significant deterioration in perceived overall speech quality in either dataset.

The results for the LJSpeech voice show clearly that it cannot handle fillers well. Adding fillers makes it sound worse and does not make it sound more conversational. The preference for both conversational and overall almost completely flipped when switching the TTS from LJSpeech to spontaneous. This shows the importance of evaluating filler insertion in high-quality spontaneous TTS, otherwise the results may be negatively affected by the shortcomings of the TTS.
We observed that the neural spontaneous TTS gives highly natural speech almost regardless of filler insertion models. At the same time, regardless which filler insertion model is used, the neural read speech TTS lead to decreased overall quality and colloquialness. This suggests that performance of filler insertion models is dependent on the TTS, and that the two parts (filler insertion and TTS) should be developed in conjunction if they are intended to be used in the same system. The perceptual study results show that increasing the number of fillers has a significant negative impact on MOS. This suggests that evaluating filler insertion synthesized by different models (including a grounding stimulus) is useful in analyzing the models but does not correlate well with perceptual MOS. The perceptual study has two innovations that address shortcomings of prior studies, (1) with chat-bot generated sentences in test input and, (2) using a neural spontaneous TTS to synthesize speech. The difference in MOS obtained by different models (including a grounding stimulus) is not statistically significant, partially due to high naturalness of neural spontaneous TTS regardless of input and ambiguity of what a good filler insertion is. This suggests that evaluating filler insertion synthesized by high-quality spontaneous TTS is hard with generic naturalness criteria. In the filler/no-filler comparison test with spontaneous TTS, filler-inserted speech is shown to have higher perceived colloquialness, but the result flips when using read speech TTS, potentially due to its inability to voice realistic-sounding fillers. This shows the importance of evaluating filler insertions with spontaneous TTS.

We built sampling-based filler insertion models and evaluated them with a proposed quantitative metric filler perplexity FPP and perpetual evaluations. Three models are built and trained on two single-speaker corpora. FPP is useful in analyzing the models but does not correlate well with perceptual MOS. The perceptual study has two innovations that address shortcomings of prior studies, (1) with chat-bot generated sentences in test input and, (2) using a neural spontaneous TTS to synthesize speech. The difference in MOS obtained by different models (including a grounding stimulus) is not statistically significant, partially due to high naturalness of neural spontaneous TTS regardless of input and ambiguity of what a good filler insertion is. This suggests that evaluating filler insertion synthesized by high-quality spontaneous TTS is hard with generic naturalness criteria. In the filler/no-filler comparison test with spontaneous TTS, filler-inserted speech is shown to have higher perceived colloquialness, but the result flips when using read speech TTS, potentially due to its inability to voice realistic-sounding fillers. This shows the importance of evaluating filler insertions with spontaneous TTS.
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